ALL ITEMS SHOWN AS PER
SPECIFICATION OF WORKS

CROSSFALLS:
All surfaces to have a crossfall of 1:80. The crossfall will follow the natural fall of the land to ensure water drains off of the surfacing:
- 1:80 over 2.5m = 30mm
- 1:80 over 1.8m = 23mm

Where the surrounding land is reasonably flat, then the surfacing shall be crowned in the centre by 15mm

Location and extent of existing vegetation is indicative only

12X MONKEY RINGS OVER GRASS

UNEQUAL HEIGHT HURDLES (EACH HURDLE HAS A HIGH AND LOW SIDE) OVER GRASS

EXISTING SPRING BOARDS OVER NIKE GRIND SOFT SURFACE IN BLUE

BALANCE BEAMS OVER GRASS (MIDDLE ONE UPHILL)

2 EXISTING BENCHES, RESITED

NIKE GRIND SOFT SURFACE - IN BLUE FOR IMPROVISED ACTIVITY

GYM BARS OVER NIKE GRIND SOFT SURFACE, BLUE

12 TYRES ON HARD SURFACE

DOTTED LINES INDICATE EXTENTS OF EXISTING SOFT SURFACING. THIS IS TO BE REMOVED, AND THE RE-USABLE EQUIPMENT REUSED. SURFACE TO BE GRASS, EXCEPT WHERE STATED.

12 TYRES ON HARD SURFACE

ALL EQUIPMENT TO BE FULLY SIGNED.
A SIGN SHOWING A WORKOUT CIRCUIT TO USE THE WHOLE RANGE OF EQUIPMENT TO BE GIVEN WITH LINKS TO ONLINE HOW-TO VIDEOS

NEW WASTE BIN

12X MONKEY RINGS OVER GRASS

UFORE ALLOTMENT GARDENS

TO BRAintree TOWN

TO RIFLE HILL

TO FLITCH WAY

TO BRAintree STATION

ALLOTMENT GARDENS

NEW WASTE BIN
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